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Abstract
Progressive visualization allows users to examine intermediate results while they are further refined in the background. This
makes them increasingly popular when dealing with large data and computationally expensive tasks. The characteristics of how
preliminary visualizations evolve over time are crucial for efficient analysis; in particular unexpected disruptive changes between
iterations can significantly hamper the user experience. This paper proposes a visualization framework to analyze the refinement
behavior of progressive visualization. We particularly focus on sudden significant changes between the iterations, which we
denote as popping artifacts, in reference to undesirable visual effects in the context of level of detail representations in computer
graphics. Our visualization approach conveys where in image space and when during the refinement popping artifacts occur. It
allows to compare across different runs of stochastic processes, and supports parameter studies for gaining further insights
and tuning the algorithms under consideration. We demonstrate the application of our framework and its effectiveness via two
diverse use cases with underlying stochastic processes: adaptive image space sampling, and the generation of grid layouts.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization design and evaluation methods;

1. Introduction

Datasets generated by simulations and experiments are becoming
increasingly large and complex, requiring advanced visualization
methods for their analysis. This means that a long time can pass
until the final result is produced with standard approaches, which
can significantly impede user exploration. Progressive visualizations
help users analyze these large volumes of data by allowing them
to examine intermediate results of computationally expensive prob-
lems without having to wait for the computation to complete. This
paradigm means splitting long computations into a series of approx-
imate results improving with time and conveying this progress. It
addresses scalability problems, as analysts can keep their attention
on the results of long analyses as they continuously arrive. Progres-
sive visualization is becoming increasingly popular, with promising
results across various scenarios [FFNS19, PMS∗21, FP16], but it
also comes with various challenges [TPB∗19].

Smooth refinement without a large number of disruptive changes
to the visualization would be desirable for a good user experi-
ence in the simultaneous analysis. We denote such large changes
from one iteration to another as popping artifacts, in relation to
undesirable visual effects occurring with level of detail represen-
tations [XESV97, Hop98, SS09]. Popping artifacts in progressive
visualization are generally expected to happen early on in a refine-
ment process, but depending on the method and its parameters they
might also be introduced—surprisingly for a user—after longer pe-
riods of comparably minor changes. This disruptive behaviour is

important to understand for experts and users of progressive visual-
ization techniques.

In this work we propose a framework for the analysis of pro-
gressive visualization techniques with a focus on popping artifacts,
which we consider to be our main contribution. It combines several
aspects of the process which allow the user to gain insight into
its stability. In particular, we identify and explicitly consider four
characteristics shared among progressive visualization techniques,
which provides the basis for our proposed framework. First, these
approaches exhibit some kind of measure or metric to assess the
progress, e.g., via an objective function for optimization and ma-
chine learning-based approaches. Showing them for instance as a
chart can provide some insights regarding refinement characteristics
as a whole, but popping artifacts are often not clearly visible (e.g.,
averaged out or not apparent due to overdraw). This is the main
motivation for the proposed explicit detection of popping artifacts,
which the following components are directly based on. Second, pro-
gressive visualization methods often employ stochastic processes,
i.e., refinement behavior and results vary across runs (this is com-
monly seen in optimization and machine learning-based techniques,
but is also often the case with adaptive sampling to avoid systematic
biases). The analysis requires the consideration of multiple runs
for comprehensive assessment of the properties. Third, progressive
methods typically exhibit parameters with a strong impact on re-
finement behavior, and a respective analysis can greatly help in
determining adequate choices. Fourth, in particular in techniques for
scientific visualization like volume rendering, the absolute spatial
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location, i.e., where something happens, is of high relevance. In
this work, we demonstrate our approach via two concrete stochastic
iterative refinement processes: 1) an adaptive image space sampling
scheme simulating a ray tracer application which iteratively samples
pixels, and 2) a process of tile grid generation for placing similar
objects close to each other.

In Sec. 2 we give an overview of (different types of) progressive
visualization. Sec. 3 introduces our framework for the visual analysis
of popping in progressive visualization. Then, we describe the two
use cases in detail in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5, respectively, and discuss how
the generic visualization applies to them as well as some dedicated
visualizations. Finally, we conclude this work in Sec. 6 and provide
directions for future work.

2. Related Work

Rosenbaum and Schumann [RS09] identify a high potential of pro-
gressive refinement far across a large variety of application con-
texts. Zgraggen et al. [ZGC∗17] study how progressive visualiza-
tions affect users in exploratory scenarios. They find that users
perform equally well with either instantaneous (a hypothetical con-
dition where results are shown almost immediately) or progres-
sive visualizations in key metrics, such as insight discovery rates
and dataset coverage, while blocking visualizations have detrimen-
tal effects. Fisher et al. [FPDs12, FDK12] have explored whether
interaction techniques presenting query results from only incre-
mental samples in a database scenario are sufficiently trustwor-
thy for analysts. Stolper et al. [SPG14] define design goals for
both the algorithms and visualizations in progressive visual an-
alytics systems as well as an example progressive visual analyt-
ics system (Progressive Insights) for analyzing common patterns
in a collection of event sequences in a clinical scenario. Various
works in recent years have discussed the paradigm of progressive
data analytics in detail along with respective potentials and chal-
lenges [FFNS19, PMS∗21, FP16, TPB∗19].

Progressiveness naturally provides approximate uncertain results
[HAC∗99, FPDs12] that may contain errors [DHC∗16] which are
potentially corrected at a later step (resulting in a popping artifact
for more substantial corrections). Analysts working in progressive
scenarios thus need to understand and work effectively under these
circumstances. Turkay et al. [TPB∗19] conclude that research on
progressive approaches needs to consider this uncertainty challenge
carefully. Uncertainty in this regard is often communicated via error
bars with confidence intervals [HAC∗99, FPDs12], and we employ
similar means to convey the variance in popping artifacts.

A variety of progressive approaches have been proposed to date,
including, among many others, adaptive sampling [ELPZ97,CKK18,
PS89, FP04], graph layouting [BP07], and multidimensional scal-
ing [WM04]. Generally, in our work, we consider processes that
generate something “spatial”, like an image, a volume, or a grid,
and in the remainder of this section we outline some of these tech-
niques to demonstrate their breadth and general applicability for
many visualization-related tasks. In progressive volume rendering,
renderings are increasingly updated by improving the sampling and
yielding a more concise representation of the data with fewer errors.
In his seminal work, Levoy implemented a volume-rendering algo-
rithm in which image quality is adaptively refined over time [Lev90].

Figure 1: Iterative refinement process in progressive visualization.

For evaluation, a visualization of an array shows where rays were
cast, where each white pixel corresponds to a single ray. Consid-
ering both the spatial domain (the image) as well as the temporal
domain (changes over time, e.g., due to user interaction), a method
was introduced to dynamically steer the visualization process based
on an approximation of respective spatio-temporal errors to achieve
interactive frame rates in the visualization of large (time-dependent)
volume data sets [FESM14]. Conceptually, a frame is progressively
refined by sending additional rays until the temporal error due to
changes exceeds the spatial error due to undersampling. A different
use case is for time-step selection, which is an iterative optimiza-
tion process selecting time-steps such that they best cover the full
(spatio-temporal) volume data, which allows for an integrated and
comprehensive visualization [FE17a]. Supporting selection, pro-
gressive approaches have also been used to generate transforma-
tions between arbitrary volumes to quickly provide both expressive
distances and smooth interpolation [FE17b]. For generating grid
layouts, Self-sorting Map uses a permutation procedure to maxi-
mize the cross-correlation between member and cell distances by
swapping cells in different (sub)quadrants [SG14]. In our research
prototype, we use a conceptually similar optimization procedure
that also partitions the considered members into sub-groups and
locally solves optimization problems.

Ventocilla et al. [VR20] present a model for the progressive visu-
alization and exploration of the structure of large data sets. That is,
an abstraction on different components and relations which provide
means for constructing a visual representation of a dataset’s struc-
ture. Visualizations created from corrupt data often mislead users,
leading to wrong decisions. Luo et al. [LCQ∗20] present a system
that progressively visualizes data with improved quality through in-
teractive and visualization-aware data cleaning. Fekete et al. [Fek15]
implemented a toolkit which allows analysts to see the progress of
their analysis and to steer it while the computation is running.

3. Popping Analysis in Progressive Visualization

Progressive techniques employ iterative methods which improve
the result in a step-wise manner and regularly convey a preliminary
result to the user (Fig. 1). This process of iterative visualization is
what we aim to analyze. For this, we consider a visual outcome to
be a 2D spatial object as well as further information associated with
it (like metrics or measures from the respective application).

Analysis Questions. In this work, based on own experience as well
as our review of related work (as discussed above), we identified
four questions that we consider to be relevant:
• How does the refinement generally progress as quantified by

expressive metrics and measures?
• When and where do popping artifacts occur across different runs?
• What is the impact of method parameters on popping artifacts?
• What locations are more prone to experience popping artifacts?
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Figure 2: Framework for the visualization of progressive visualiza-
tion data (black). Custom metrics and measures regarding provided
data can be visualized (Sec. 3.1), but popping artifacts are generally
hard to spot in these. For a detailed analysis we explicitly extract
popping events (Sec. 3.2), and analyze when and where popping
occurred across runs (Sec. 3.3) as well as check the impact of param-
eters (Sec. 3.4). For scenarios with meaningful absolute positioning,
we further analyze popping events in different locations (Sec. 3.5).

Design Considerations. To address these questions, we introduce
a novel visualization framework that provides different perspectives
on the runtime characteristics of progressive visualization via differ-
ent views. For this, we aim to build on simple standard visualization
components and concepts as far as possible (like line charts, box
plots), while also introducing new custom-tailored visual mappings
where necessary. For the development of new designs, we especially
consider the special role of spatial positions which constitute the
strongest visual cue [Mac86]. The location where popping happens
in the visualization space is of importance, but the consideration of
parameter spaces and the influence of stochasticity is highly relevant
as well. To achieve visual comparison, we employ all three types of
comparative visualizations identified by Gleicher et al. [GAW∗11]:
superimposition (display additional information in the image space),
juxtaposition (place visuals side by side to compare across stochas-
tic runs or parameter spaces), and explicit encoding (assess the
differences between subsequent iterations). We aim to provide a
combination of different views to address our analysis questions in
this work. A tighter integration of the proposed components and the
integration into an interactive system remains as future work (see
Sec. 6). Advanced progressive visualizations are typically adaptive
to the data, and with this the concretely observed changes depend
on the considered scenario. To get a comprehensive impression of
the characteristics of a respective algorithm, different representative
examples need to be investigated, and comparisons across them need
to be supported (see Sec. 4).

Framework. Our proposed framework consists of dedicated com-
ponents for yielding new insights regarding progressive visualization
characteristics (Fig. 2). Progressive approaches typically have some
associated metrics and measures quantifying the progress, like a
cost function or difference to the ground truth (Sec. 3.1). While
their direct analysis generally conveys an outline of the refinement
behavior, the identification of popping artifacts directly from cor-
responding charts is difficult for various reasons, as exemplified in
the use case discussions below. To address this, we particularly aim
to provide means for the direct analysis of popping artifacts due
to their disturbing nature for simultaneous analysis (see Sec. 3.2
for a discussion on their definition and detection). In our analysis,

we consider stochastic refinement schemes which are common in
many types of progressive schemes, e.g., to avoid systematic bi-
ases in image generation or when using popular randomized search
optimization methods (like simulated annealing or evolutionary al-
gorithms). For this, we propose a visualization design that shows
the progress of the refinement across different runs (Sec. 3.3). Many
approaches typically also depend on parameters, and analyzing their
impact regarding popping artifacts is crucial for making an informed
choice (Sec. 3.4).

There are some differences between visualization approaches
related to the meaning of position. For instance in image generation,
the absolute position is meaningful as the value of a pixel is specified
by the (camera) setup. For such cases, we introduce an overlay to
spatially show popping artifacts (Sec. 3.5). In contrast, in other cases
only the relative position with respect to other objects is important,
but not exactly where it is placed in the visualization (e.g., in graph
visualization, high-dimensional projection, or tile grids).

3.1. Direct Visualization of Metrics and Measures

Progressive approaches generally come with associated metrics and
measures quantifying progress. When considering rendering, image
quality metrics give good sense of the state of the refinement (see
the use case in Sec. 4). For optimization problems, an objective
function that is to be minimized or maximized is a prime example
of this (see Sec. 5). Measures provide a good initial impression of
refinement behavior and some characteristics thereof, as exemplified
in the use cases below. Typically, they are displayed as line charts
against time or the number of conducted iterations.

Differences (or the lack thereof) in value can readily be observed
in these line charts. In particular, a sudden (between consecutive
iterations) significant increase/decrease in the measure can be asso-
ciated with popping artifacts (assuming the jump is large enough). It
can thus give an indication of when to expect popping artifacts. How-
ever, in many practical cases popping artifacts are often not clearly
visible (e.g., obfuscated by many other parts considered in the metric
or not apparent due to overdraw for fine-grained measures).

3.2. Types and Detection of Popping Artifacts

We focus on significant changes between iterations in the visual-
ization results, which we call popping artifacts. Popping artifacts
are relevant because they introduce disruptive changes to the vi-
sualization. A desirable property of progressive/iterative rendering
schemes is that changes become continuously less disruptive the
longer the process goes on (avoiding popping artifacts later on, if
possible). From a developer’s perspective, this can be interesting to
understand the characteristics of the approach, identify potential for
improvement, or to present this as some kind of evaluation. For an
end user, this might also be interesting to indicate to what extent
further changes might be expected or how stable the results are. In
this work, we do not take into account the application context in
which the popping occurred or perceptional aspects (see Sec. 6).

Types. We distinguish between three types of popping:

• In local popping we consider the change in value of a single
element e in the visualization.
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• In semi-local popping we check whether a group of elements c
have popped for at least Gpop elements.

• In global popping we consider the change in value of a metric that
is measured/computed from the spatial object O or by aggregating
the individual element values.

Detection. Essentially, we detect popping artifacts when a consid-
ered value or metric changes above some threshold Tpop. For local
or global popping, a popping artifact P for L occurs at iteration n
if its metric M at that iteration has changed more (based on some
distance function d) than the specified threshold Tpop compared to
the previous iteration n−1:

Pn(L) := d(Mn(L),Mn−1(L))> Tpop. (1)

The threshold Tpop is defined by the user to be meaningful for the
respective application context. L can be either a single element e
(local) or the full visualization O (global) with M evaluating the
object’s value or the aggregate function, respectively. For semi-local
popping we apply Eq. 1 for each element in c:

Pn(c) :=

(
∑
e∈c
Pn(e)

)
≥ Gpop. (2)

Note that Eq. 2 is a generalization of Eq. 1, where we sum over a
single object and Gpop = 1.

By applying P at each iteration, we can produce an array of
iterations of when popping artifacts occurred:

D(L) := [n | 1≤ n≤ nmax,Pn(L) = True],

where D is the popping distribution of L, which can be either for e
(local), c (semi-local), or O (global). These distributions can neatly
be visualized by boxplots. All in all, this establishes when and where
popping artifacts occur.

3.3. Multi-Run Overview Visualization of Popping Artifacts

In general, the results of a single stochastic run are not too meaning-
ful for the analysis, and many runs need to be considered to get a
stable overall impression. We propose a generic visualization design
for popping artifacts across multiple runs (Fig. 3). In this visualiza-
tion, multiple runs are stacked on top of each other for comparison.
The visualization consists of the following components.

The metric bar is a scalar value measured/computed from the
intermediate results and is specified by the user. It is visualized as a
color bar by mapping the metric to color using a color map, and in
order to achieve this the values have to be normalized. Because we
consider several different runs, the normalization has to be applied
to the matrix (as opposed to each run individually) so that the same
color corresponds to the same metric value. While the changes
between consecutive iterations may be difficult to see, it still gives a
general impression of the changes in the metric. The advantage over
line plots is that they scale much better to a larger number of runs.

The triangles indicate iterations at which global/semi-local/local
popping artifacts occurred, which is essentially the distribution D.

The boxes of spatial changes (a.k.a. blocks) show where signifi-
cant changes occurred and with this caused the popping. If the user
decides to visualize local popping, all the individual elements that

Figure 3: Multi-run visualization for popping artifacts of R different
runs. Small images (orange) highlight spatial changes after popping
artifacts (triangles). The metric bar (purple) shows the metric value
at all steps. The runs are reordered such that similar ones are next
to each other. The last row aggregates all aspects of the runs.

popped are highlighted. In the case of global popping all changes to
the visualization are shown. In any case, it shows when and where
popping occurred. As space is limited, we can only display some
number of blocks for each run. To still convey spatial popping in
a way that is comparable across runs, we divide the iterations into
intervals of size b and aggregate popping artifacts within. Our pri-
mary focus in this component is to show how often popping artifacts
occurred in certain places. To convey this, we count all popping
artifacts at each position and finally normalize within each box with
respect to the maximum. This gives values in [0,1], which are color
mapped. Note that this means that the same color between different
blocks does not necessarily correspond to the same frequency, but it
yields a much clearer impression for each block individually.

The popping of a single element might be difficult to see, espe-
cially for higher resolution structures, unless zoomed in. Therefore,
the elements indicating popping are enlarged by taking the maxi-
mum value of a certain radius for each element.

Reordering the runs improves the visual clarity and allows for
better comparability if looking at larger numbers of runs. They are
reordered using hierarchical clustering based on the iterations at
which popping occurred (represented by a binary vector). A distance
function computes the similarity between two popping vectors of
different runs, such the cosine or Hamming distance.

In some scenarios developers might choose to consider a signif-
icant number of runs to get a comprehensive overall impression.
While the visual representation discussed so far could be extended
in a straight-forward way, this would lead to issues regarding visual
scalability. To address this, we include another row which aggre-
gates all the runs to summarize them, e.g. by averaging or taking
the median. To distinguish the aggregate row from the runs we apply
a different color map (although the same one could be used as well
because each block is normalized locally). Similarly, aggregates are
also computed for metrics, and we add a dedicated metric bar as
the value range can differ (e.g., when considering variance).Then,
aggregated popping is computed by aggregating all popping artifacts
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1

Figure 4: Parameter space analysis for parameters P and Q, with
k and m different values, respectively. The bottom row (resp. right
column) aggregates the distributions of the respective columns q
(resp. rows p), and the bottom right aggregates all the distributions.

for each step across runs. Depending on the concrete question, we
can, e.g., take the union of all the popping artifacts to indicate that
in at least one run popping happened, or take the intersection to
indicate that popping artifacts occurred in all runs.

This visualization is flexible in the sense that the user can specify
two metrics: one for the color bar and one for the popping; and they
can choose between local and global popping.

3.4. Parameter Space Analysis of Popping Artifacts

Progressive visualizations have parameters which can attain a range
of different values. Naturally, the choice of the parameter values
influences the popping behaviour as they change the output of the
intermediate results. Besides the algorithm parameters, the popping
analysis requires the user to set the popping threshold Tpop (and
Gpop for semi-local popping). Generally, there are many parameters
to consider, but some have more influence than others.

To visualize the impact of the parameter space on the popping
behaviour, we visualize the popping distribution per parameter com-
bination for several values each (Fig. 4). That is, we create a rect-
angular grid whose dimensions depend on the number of specified
parameter values, and within the cells for each parameter combina-
tion show a box plot depicting the occurrence of popping artifacts.
An individual 2D grid can visualize the impact of two parameters
(this could easily be extended to more parameters akin to scatterplot
matrices [EGS∗13]). Besides the box plots, three colour bands are
vertically stacked in the cells’ background to provide additional
visual cues: the bottom one corresponds to the minimum popping
iteration, the middle color to the median popping iteration, and the
top color to the maximum popping iteration. This allows for easier
comparison between box plots on different rows.

Including a large number of parameter values could lead to an
explosion of distributions, complicating the analysis of a single
parameter combination. Therefore, an additional row/column aggre-
gates the distributions of the respective columns/rows to summarize
them. Moreover, the bottom-right block aggregates all distributions.

1

Figure 5: Structure (represented
by shapes) overlaid with a 5×
5 uniform grid, where each cell
shows the popping distribution D
and a colored background accord-
ing to its median popping time
step.

3.5. Spatial Popping Artifacts

Popping artifacts are caused by the spatial objects, which have a
position in the structure. Spatial objects with an absolute position
are always in the same location, as opposed to ones with a relative
position. That is, for the former, if a popping artifact occurred at
the same location between two different runs, we know the same
spatial object popped, which is not the case for the latter. Hence, we
overlay the structure with cells and box plots over the spatial objects
to spatially show their popping distributions (Fig. 5). Moreover, the
grid cells’ backgrounds are colored with respect to their median
time step. Combining this with a grey-scale version of the structure
(if applicable) allows for easier interpretation of the popping. Cells
where no popping occurred do not have a color or show a distribution.
This shows the user where the popping artifacts occurred in addition
to when. Note that, while one could apply this visualization to the
latter case too, this would in general not be meaningful.

In our implementation, the structure is overlaid with a uniform
rectangular grid that precisely fits it. This visualization could be
extended to work with non-uniform rectangular grids or other grid
shapes (e.g. hex-grids) for that matter. Further, adaptive grids could
be employed with smaller grid cells in regions of interest and larger
ones for less interesting areas. When combining multiple runs, the
naive approach would be to create the popping distribution image
for all of them and compare them as is. However, the presented
distributions can also be combined directly to allow to scale to a
larger number of runs. An alternative could be to compute some
metric for this comparison (i.e., explicit encoding [GAW∗11]). There
is a trade-off between the scaling/visibility of the boxplots (related
to the cell size) and popping localization. Increasing the dimensions
of the grid cells improves the visibility of the boxplots, but larger
grid cells capture popping at a coarser granularity over a greater
area, impeding the precise localization of popping artifacts.

4. Adaptive Sampling in Image Space

The adaptive image space sampling use case simulates a ray-tracing
application with Monte Carlo-based sampling (see Zwicker et
al. [ZJL∗15] for a comprehensive overview). Starting from a coarse
uniform sampling, a certain number of samples is added in each
iteration (we use 1% of the number pixels, i.e., 655 for 256×256
images). A full image can be reconstructed at each iteration via inter-
polation (Fig. 6). Sampling locations are determined in a stochastic
manner based on the color variation of the pixels. The process
completes when all pixels have been sampled (after 100 iterations).
Pixels are considered to be individual elements e and the (recon-
structed) images are spatial objects O.

© 2021 The Author(s)
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R_n: 1/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=38.00, G_pop=3)

R_n: 1/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=25.00, G_pop=3)

R_n: 1/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=25.00, G_pop=3)

R_n: 1/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=38.00, G_pop=3)

Figure 6: Image pairs of the initial and final reconstruction (top
left to bottom right: maximum intensity projection of a human
head [Ros21]; photo-realistic scene with translucent and reflective
objects created by a ray-tracing application; photo of some fruit; a
still frame of the 2011 computer-animated film Rango [Ver11].)

4.1. Refinement Characteristics

To get an initial impression on the refinement behavior, we com-
pute the similarity between two consecutive reconstructed images:
sim(Rn,Rn−1), where sim(·, ·) could be any similarity metric. This
is a global metric of the reconstructed image and takes into account
the values of all individual pixels. We further compute sim(Rn, I) to
compare the intermediate results with the final result. We can easily
combine the similarity graphs for several runs into a single figure,
which shows quite similar refinement characteristics overall.

Image differences (Fig. 7). We first assess the progress globally via
the structural similarity index (SSIM) [WB09], which considers the
perceived change in structural information. The first graph for com-
paring consecutive reconstructed images shows a sharp increase for
the first few iterations. This is because the images are reconstructed
from a relatively small number of pixels, and with each new sample
we can reconstruct the images considerably better. After that, it sta-
bilizes (with small fluctuations) because the images remain similar
as the new samples do not add much new information. Near the end,
however, there is a small drop, indicating a change in structure. This
is caused by the constant regions in the image, such as the teeth.
They are the last to be sampled, meaning that up till then, they are
reconstructed from pixels far away, and the interpolated color does
not have to be close to their true color. Once they are sampled, their
reconstruction could thus cause a change in structure large enough
to cause the similarity to drop.

The second graph for comparing reconstructed images with the
final image is different. It also increases, but not as sharply. Un-
like the first graph, the second one does not experience the sudden
change in structure, because it is not revealed during the iterations,
but already known beforehand. This is also why the similarity is
predominantly lower for the second graph. Near the end, the rapid
increase in similarity indicates that the adaptive sampling scheme
could be improved (either by tuning parameter values or employ-
ing a totally different sampling scheme). Afterwards, the image is
perfectly “reconstructed” with a structural similarity index of 1.

(Reconstructed) pixel differences (Fig. 8). While the graphs dis-
cussed above demonstrate general refinement characteristics, pop-
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Figure 7: Structural similarity of reconstructed images against their
predecessor (consecutive) and the final image (of the head).

Figure 8: Plot of the color distance between two consecutive recon-
structed images for every pixel for the head input image.

ping artifacts cannot be identified individually as they get averaged
out in the global view. To address this, we compute the color dis-
tance between the reconstructed pixels, i.e., the Euclidean distance
between the color channels, at time step n and the previous time
step n−1: d(Rn(p),Rn−1(p)). We then plot these distances versus
the iterations, which gives an idea of how the pixel colors change
over time. We add a horizontal line at Tpop in the signal plot to show
that all peaks above this line are considered local popping artifacts.

First of all, we observe that the overall distance decreases with
each iteration, meaning that consecutive reconstructed images be-
come more alike. Moreover, many pixels spike each iteration. The
black horizontal line shows the popping threshold, and so all spikes
above this line are considered popping artifacts. The lines continue
to spike even near the final iterations, but below the threshold, and
so they are not considered as popping artifacts.

In general, we see many spikes: the lines go from low values
to high values, and back to low values. However, in the first few
iterations some of the lines stay at high values. This means that
drastic changes happen and pixels pop several times. These changes
in the first few iterations can also be observed in Fig. 7 for the
similarity between consecutive images. However, this visualization
quickly becomes cluttered because of the large number of pixels.

4.2. Popping detection

We now explicitly detect popping artifacts, addressing the above
issues of them being either averaged out or resulting in serious
overdraw. We are interested in groups of popped pixels. Hence, we
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Figure 9: Image overlaid with a 5×5 uniform rect-
angular grid. The gray cell under consideration is
expanded by 50% in all directions for popping detec-
tion.

utilize Eq. 2 and replace the spatial object e with pixel p and the
metric M is the pixel (reconstructed) color value. The regions c are
created by overlaying the image with a uniform rectangular grid
with cells. Then, we check for popping artifacts inside those grid
cells. The popping detection is based on the sum of changes within a
region, but using the grid cells directly might lead to results that are
heavily dependent on the positioning of the grid (i.e., unfortunate
positioning could split an area of substantial change into four parts
and it might not be detected). To address this, the grid cells are
uniformly expanded by 50% so that we cover larger areas and every
part of the image is captured twice; see Fig. 9. Semi-local popping
for this use case is thus defined as a threshold for the change of color
value for a group of pixels.

In our experiments, we identified meaningful parameters for pop-
ping detection as follows: the popping threshold is set to 38 and the
popping group size to 3. The grid resolution is 16× 16, so every
grid cell is 16×16.

4.3. Multi-Run Overview Visualization of Popping Artifacts

For our study, we perform 8 different runs of 100 iterations (Fig. 10).
For the color bar, we choose the similarity to the final image (as
shown in Fig. 7). The small images show individual pixels that
popped, i.e., local popping, while the triangles represent the semi-
local popping of groups of pixels. That way, missing triangles indi-
cate that no region had a sufficient number of popping, but the small
images might still show that locally pixels changed significantly.

We see that for all runs many popping artifacts occurred in the
first ≈ 60 iterations, after which the popping rate slows down. We
observe the same behavior in the small images, where especially
in the first block many pixels popped. For later iterations, we see
blocks which faintly show local popping but not enough for the
semi-local popping, as indicated by the missing triangles. All the
runs show similar results in terms of where and when popping hap-
pened, indicating that the process is stable after about 60 iterations.
However, it can be seen that with the considered adaptive sampling
strategy in some cases popping artifacts can still occur very close
toward the end with only few pixels left to sample. The popped
pixels are enlarged by taking the maximum in 5 pixel radius.

In addition, Fig. 10 shows the aggregated rows for the other
three input images (see the supplementary material). We observe
similarities (all popping continues to occur around edges and the
head/fruit-rows pop until the final iterations) and some differences
(the Rango-row stops early with popping, and the glasses-row pops
again after a period of no popping).

4.4. Parameter Study

We now investigate the impact of two crucial parameters (Fig. 11).
First, the number of nearest neighbors (in {2,4,8} with 4 being the

Figure 10: Multi-run comparison of the adaptive image space sam-
pler. It is applied to 8 different runs of 100 iterations with interval
size b = 6 using the cosine distance for reordering, with Tpop = 25.
The last row aggregates the small images and metrics by averaging,
and the popping by taking the union. Moreover, the aggregated rows
of the other three input images are included

default) is used in the sampling scheme and indicates how many
nearest neighbors are to be considered for determining the color vari-
ation and deciding which pixels to sample next. Second, the power
parameter (in {1.5,3,6,12} with 3 as the default) is used in the
reconstruction scheme in the inverse distance weighting method for
multivariate interpolation, where it controls how much the distance
(inversely) affects the weight. Higher values assign greater influence
to values closest to the interpolated point, while lower values cause
the interpolated values to be dominated by points far away. For each
parameter combination 4 different runs are performed.

Overall, we can observe that the power parameter has the most
substantial impact. For power parameter 1.5, popping artifacts oc-
curred for all time steps, and afterwards get increasingly smaller
for larger values. The number of neighbors also has a significant
impact, however, not as prominent. The parameter combination with
the least amount of popping appears to be for number of nearest
neighbors 2 and power parameter 12.

With respect to the adaptive sampling method, this indicates that
popping behaviour depends more on the reconstruction scheme
(influenced by the power parameter) than the sampling scheme
(influenced by the number of nearest neighbours). Nevertheless, one
would ideally include more parameter values and runs for a more
detailed parameter study.

4.5. Positional Analysis: Popping & Sampling Time

We now investigate where in an image popping tends to happen.

Popping distribution. As described in Sec. 4.2, we look for semi-
local popping of the pixel colors in expanded grid cells. Fig. 12
shows the popping distribution image with a gray-scale version of
Rn to clearly show where and when the popping occurred. As ex-
pected, a lot of popping happened in the early stages of the process,
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Figure 11: 2D parameter space analysis of adaptive image space
sampling for the number of nearest neighbors and power parameter
for the head input image. The aggregation is done through merging.
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Figure 12: Temporal distribution of popping artifacts on a 16×16
grid (Tpop = 38, Gpop = 3).

as indicated by the yellow colors. For some of those, the popping
happened only at the the early stages, as indicated by the thin box-
plots. This mainly happens in smoother and more constant regions.

Judging from the green colors, most popping artifacts occurred in
the neck and middle part of the skull where there is a lot of color
variation. Moreover, the wider boxplots indicate that they happened
at many time steps, from the early stages until the late stages. No
popping happened in the background regions.

Sampling. For a close analysis, we check when each pixel p was
sampled. While it does not visualize the popping itself, it shows the
sampling behaviour of the iterative process which can be used to
infer this information. In this image, the time step is mapped to a
color so that we can see when it was sampled. Moreover, to give a
better understanding of why those pixels were sampled, this image
is overlaid on a gray-scale version of the reconstructed image (as to
not interfere with the colors of the sampling).

W_n: 1/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=38.00, G_pop=3)

W_n: 34/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=38.00, G_pop=3)

W_n: 67/100
(NN=4, p=3.00, T_pop=38.00, G_pop=3)
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Figure 13: Left column: When pixels were sampled with gray-scale
version of reconstructed image for W1, W34 and W67. Right: Final
visualization W100 showing when pixels are sampled with a color
bar (without gray-scale).

Fig. 13 shows when and which pixels were sampled on top of
a gray scale image of the intermediate results. The randomness in
the sampling is clearly visible, but we also find the structures of the
image. Note how the sampling favors edges because of their sharp
transitions, i.e., high color variation, meaning they are sampled
first. The sampling then continues on other parts of the skull, which
contain smoother color transitions. Occasionally we see pixels being
sampled in the background regions, but they are sampled last for the
most part. In the intermediate results (Fig. 6) we see that the teeth
are only reconstructed correctly near the final iteration. We infer
from this visualization that that is because they are sampled very
late, and so up till then their reconstruction is off.

5. Tile Grid Generation

In the second use case, we consider a current research prototype
for the placement of images in a grid such that they are as similar
as possible to their neighbors [SG14, FDH∗15, QSST10]. In each
of 1024 considered iterations, images are randomly partitioned into
groups of size k, maximizing neighborhood similarity by swapping
tiles within. We aim to identify when and how often larger changes
occur, how stable this is across runs, and what the impact of group
size k is on this behavior. This can further indicate when a run can
be deemed to be sufficiently stable, as there is no inherent criterion
for convergence of the procedure. Note that in this use case, absolute
positions are not meaningful—only relative positioning between
tiles is—and accordingly we omit location-based analysis here.

As exemplified in Fig. 14, generally a large number of changes in-
duces popping artifacts early on (G1,G2,G3), while later iterations
appear more stable with fewer popping (G64,G128, G1024).

5.1. Refinement Characteristics

Cost progression resembles exponential decay, which is caused
by the random initialization and the nature of stochastic pro-
cesses (Fig. 15). It is clear that popping artifacts occur in the first
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Figure 14: Intermediate results of grid layout generation for 1024 images from the Caltech 101 database [LAR03] (from left to right): G1
(initialization), G2,G3,G64,G128 and G1024 (“final” grid).

Figure 15: Cost of the tile grid generation process versus the itera-
tion, imposed with a zoom in on the final 256 iterations.

iterations (in the drop). However, this is not obvious later on where
the graph shows little change. Once zoomed in, it is clear that the
graph continues to fluctuate, albeit in much smaller magnitude.

5.2. Popping Detection

In the optimization the cost is minimized and is thus an important
metric to consider. (Global) popping for this use case is defined as a
threshold regarding changes of cost. If the user has a priory knowl-
edge about the cost values, they can readily set the threshold. Other-
wise, it can be determined by examining the direct cost (Fig. 15) in
connection with the actual grids (Fig. 14). As the changes are small
later on, the popping threshold is small as well, namely Tpop = 0.02.

5.3. Multi-Run Overview Visualization of Popping Artifacts

The multi-run overview visualization used the following parameter
settings for this use case: the interval size b= 16 and the hierarchical
cluster reordering uses the Hamming distance. The visualization for
the popping artifacts across multiple runs is shown in Fig. 16. No
enlargement of individual elements is used. We see that for all the
runs many popping artifacts occurred in the first 113 iterations. As
expected, later on the popping is less frequent. However, for several
runs (3,6,7) popping happened near the end, yielding disruptive
changes late in the refinement process. More notably, some runs
stop popping (in the given number of iterations, that is) relatively
early (after ≈ 256 iterations), while others sporadically pop later on.

Especially in the first few small images, the majority of the tiles
have swapped positions. The fact that the tile swapping happens
in groups is reflected by the apparent squares. That is, when two
such squares are swapped and caused a large enough change in
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Figure 16: Multi-run visualization for the tile placement use case
featuring 16 different runs of 1024 iterations, each with interval
size b = 16 (the Hamming distance is used for reordering). The last
row aggregates the small images and metrics by averaging, and the
popping by taking the union.

cost, all tiles in those squares contributed to that popping and are
highlighted in the small image. Because this use case works with
relative positions, the small images show no underlying structure,
as opposed to Fig. 10.

5.4. Parameter study

For the grid layout generation we study the effects on the popping
behavior of parameter k. We further consider the impact of the
popping threshold parameter Tpop, which defines what degree of
popping we observe in the visualization. Note that these are two
different things that we are varying (e.g. in Fig. 11, both parameters
tweak adaptive sampling; for tile placement, only one is a method
parameter and the other one defines what degree of popping we
observe in the visualization).

Fig. 17 shows the parameter space visualization for k ∈
{2,5,10,20,40}, Tpop ∈ {0.005,0.01,0.02}. Overall, it can be seen
that larger k leads to much fewer changes later on, results in more fa-
vorable progression characteristics, and yields lower cost values, but
requires more computation time (see the supplementary material).

For all parameter values popping occurred in the first step(s).
More importantly, for all three values of Tpop (but mainly for 0.005)
we observe that the median popping time step decreases as k in-
creases in a qualitatively similar fashion, providing an important
indication regarding the stability and expressiveness of the visual-
ization results. This generally holds for the maximum popping time
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Figure 17: Parameter study of grid layout generation with group
size k and popping threshold Tpop (with aggregation via merging.)

step as well, although there are some changes of interest. In general,
considering different Tpop also provides an impression of the degree
of significance of occurring popping events.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, we have proposed the first dedicated
framework for analyzing popping artifacts—significant changes in
the visualization from one iteration to another—in progressive visu-
alization, a paradigm that has substantially gained in popularity in
recent years due to growing sizes of datasets and increasing com-
plexity of advanced methods. While our framework also considers
general refinement characteristics, we focus on popping artifacts
due to their high relevance for simultaneous user analysis. Progres-
sive visualization is employed in diverse settings, and the goal of
this work was to propose a framework that can adequately capture
commonalities across them while being flexible enough to account
for conceptual differences.

To exemplify this, we applied our framework (Sec. 3) to two
substantially different use cases: adaptive image space sampling
in Sec. 4 and the generation of grid layouts in Sec. 5. While they
share general similarities of progressive visualization approaches,
they also have some fundamental differences. For example, in the
adaptive image space sampler, once a pixel is sampled at a certain
location in the image it stays fixed. In contrast, the tiles have no final
position and can change at any time step in the tile grid generation.

In our framework, this is represented by the fact that some visual-
izations are specific to a class of use cases (e.g, for spatial analysis or
parameter studies), while we considers others to be generic, such as
our multi-run overview visualization. For example, the generic visu-
alization would also work on a third use case doing graph processing
or could be extended to approaches working on 3D datasets. As mo-
tivated and discussed in detail in Sec. 3, the different components
of our framework have been designed to provide a complementary
view on different perspectives. For example, regarding the adap-
tive sampling we see that it yields similar progression despite the
stochasticity involved, with popping artifacts occurring in regions
of high color variation all the way to the end when the final pixels
are sampled. From the parameter analysis we learned that the power

parameter has a much more significant influence on the popping than
the number of neighbors (with higher power values being beneficial).
For the tile grid generation, runs are much more heterogeneous in
comparison, with some runs exhibiting quite smooth refinement
from early on while another random initialization can result in (sev-
eral) later popping artifacts. The parameter study showed that larger
group sizes lead to fewer changes later on, and varying the popping
threshold shows both the occurrence of different degrees of popping
and crucially the qualitative stability of results.

Our presented framework currently consists of individual com-
ponents providing different perspectives. In future work, we aim to
integrate the visualizations into a generic and flexible interactive
visual analytics tool for the analysis of progressive visualization. In
particular, this would involve adding interaction modalities and link-
ing different views and components. We further aim to consider fur-
ther diverse use cases—like graph visualization or high-dimensional
data analysis—and on this basis determine further perspectives to
integrate into our framework. With the prospective visual analytics
tool we plan to conduct user and real-world evaluations. In partic-
ular, we aim to assess the added utility of different components in
comparison to standard alternatives, and collect feedback to further
improve our approach. In doing this, we also aim to consider ad-
ditional use cases from the workflow of (expert) users to yield a
representative set overall. This supplements the two currently con-
sidered use cases which were chosen to demonstrate the flexibility
of the framework while also being closely aligned with a commonly
used techniques (adaptive sampling) as well as a current research
prototype (tile placement).

How impactful popping artifacts are in general depends on the
application context, which we plan to consider explicitly in future
work. For example, there is a qualitative difference between pop-
ping in near-real-time renderers that use amortization/approximation
techniques to reduce latency for user interaction and the accelera-
tion of non-real-time solutions to reduce time of delivering of (first)
intermediate solutions. We further aim to explicitly account for hu-
man perceptional aspects regarding popping artifacts and how these
affect the user experience, e.g., by distinguishing between focus
and context regions as also implemented in foveated rendering ap-
proaches [GFD∗12, BSB∗19, FBB∗21]. We also plan to consider
advanced methods for mitigating popping effects, like smooth tran-
sitions or fading between levels of detail. While they reduce the
impact of popping, they also delay the improvement of the pre-
sented results with results from the latest iteration. Accordingly, this
could be reflected in the popping formulations (Eq. 1 & Eq. 2) and
visualizations as a transition instead of a singular event.

Regarding visual scalability, our multi-run visualization proposed
in this work has been demonstrated with up to 16 runs, with added
aggregation for a clear summary. We already reorder runs based
on similarity, and we could further combine the results and show
the most representative ones. For large parameter studies, the ag-
gregation of subsets of parameter value clusters could create larger
blocks and improve visibility. In addition, more than two parameter
dimensions could be considered and presented in a small multiples
layout [Tuf90, WBWK00].
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